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Red Lea Group DOCA Proposal 

Details of proposed Pooled Deed of Company Arrangement by RLGH for: 

Red Lea Chickens Pty Ltd ACN 602 950 569 
ORLC 92 Pty Ltd ACN 002 156 569 
Red Lea Franchise Pty Limited ACN 165 331 724 
Red Lea Franchising Pty Ltd ACN 109 704 163 
Red Lea Logistics Pty Ltd ACN 609 797 051 
Red Lea Leasing Pty Limited ACN 165 774 443 
Red Lea Hatchery Pty Ltd ACN 609 804 999 
Red Lea Feed Pty Ltd ACN 609 805 147 
Red Lea Corrugation & Flexo Pty Ltd ACN 610 759 512 
Red Lea Retail Holding Pty Ltd ACN 610 630 469 
(All Administrators Appointed) 

Dated: 27 June 2018
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Details of proposed Pooled Deed of Company Arrangement 

Background 

A. RLGH, as shareholder of the Companies (other than Retail), and a major creditor of the 
Companies: 

(a) caused to be paid the Prior Secured Creditors; 

(b) is subrogated to debts of the Prior Secured Creditors; 

(c) propounds this DOCA Proposal for a pooled DOCA. 

 
B. RLGH therefore proposes this pooled Deed of Company Arrangement (DOCA), for RLC 

and ORLC 92, and such other Companies in the Group as whose Creditors resolve to 
enter into it. 

C. RLGH proposes a Pooled DOCA that: 

(a) achieves the objectives of the Act; 

(b) pays the Employee Creditors in full, in an expedited fashion; and 

(c) for Unsecured Creditors represents both: 

(i) a better return; and 

(ii) a significantly quicker and more certain return, 

than if the Companies were wound up. 

D. Capitalised and defined terms are set out in the Definitions paragraph 22.
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1. DOCA Proposal 

1.1 Objectives of the DOCA 
The objectives of the DOCA are: 

(a) to facilitate and expedite a distribution to Employee Creditors with admitted Claims 
including through the payment of the Employee Advance Contribution; and 

(b) to facilitate the Unsecured Creditors receiving a dividend that exceeds the dividend that 
they would receive if the Companies were wound up; and 

RLGH proposes to do this by borrowing and making available: 

(c) the Employee Advance Contribution to enable payment of Admitted Employee 
Creditors in full; and 

(d) moneys to enable Unsecured Creditors to be paid more than would be available to 
them than if the Companies were wound up, by providing such moneys to the Deed 
Administrators and by otherwise not participating in any distribution from the Deed 
Fund. 

2. Proposal for Immediate Payment 

2.1 Immediate Payments 
For the benefit of all Creditors, the following immediate payments are proposed to be made 
by RLGH to Corrs Trust Account (Corrs being the Administrators’ lawyers): 

(a) payment of the Employee Advance Contribution; and 

(b) payment of the RLGH Creditor Contribution, 

prior to the date of the Second Meetings. 

2.2 RLGH Borrowing Contributions 

RLGH will: 

(a) borrow the Employee Advance Contribution and the Unsecured Creditor 
Contribution to make the payments in paragraph 2.1; and 

(b) pay the RLGH Court Contribution as soon as practicable following Creditors 
approving the DOCA at the Second Meetings (expected to be within 14 days, 
depending upon the time the Court may take to remit the funds following consent 
orders being filed with the Supreme Court of New South Wales); 
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(c) until the DOCA is executed, which is expected to be immediately following the closing 
of the Second Meetings, the Employee Advance Contribution, the RLGH Creditor 
Contribution and the RLGH Court Contribution (Contributions) are not property of the 
Companies or the Administrators. The Employee Advance Contribution and the RLGH 
Creditor Contribution are to be paid to Corrs Trust Account prior the Second Meetings 
and will be made on the basis that the funds must be accepted and held on trust for 
RLGH and immediately returned (and without set off or deduction) to RLGH (or as it 
may direct): 

(i) in full, if the DOCA is not approved and executed by all the Companies; and 

(ii) in part, in accordance with the regime and process set out in paragraph 21 below, 
if (other than RLC and ORLC 92) not all Companies execute the pooled DOCA, 
as the circumstances and events require. 

(d) In respect of the RLGH Court Contribution this amount will be paid in accordance with 
paragraph 20.  
 
 

3. Pooled DOCA 

3.1 Pooled DOCA 
(a) The pooled DOCA will bind any of the Companies whose Creditors resolve to be bound 

(Participating Company). 

(b) It is a condition precedent to the DOCA that the Creditors of RLC and ORLC 92 resolve 
to enter into the DOCA. 

3.2 Why pooled DOCA 

The DOCA Proposal is put as a pooled DOCA because: 

(a) it is justified on the basis that the majority of Creditors and assets reside in RLC; 

 
(b) if not for this DOCA Proposal, Secured Creditors would otherwise appoint over the 

secured assets and there would be no assets available for Creditors on an individual 
company by company basis (subject to any returns through recovery actions which are 
not subject to the Secured Creditor’s securities); 

(c) there are also costs and administrative efficiencies by giving effect to the proposed 
arrangement through a pooled DOCA; and 

(d) in the event that the Creditors of any of the Companies do not resolve that a particular 
Company (other than RLC and ORLC 92) enter into the pooled DOCA (Non-
Participating Company), those Creditors of the Participating Companies will not be 
prejudiced because: 

(i) Employee Creditors of each Participating Company will still be paid in full; and 
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(ii) Unsecured Creditors of Participating Companies entering into the DOCA will 
receive the same proportional entitlement to the Unsecured Creditor Pool (as 
defined) whether or not all Companies are in the pooled DOCA. 

3.3 Pro rata outcome and no disadvantage to Creditors 

To achieve that outcome, with respect to any Non-Participating Companies, each of the: 

(a) Employee Advance Contribution; and 

(b) RLGH Creditor Contribution;  
will be reduced proportionately, for each Non-Participating Company, by the regime and 
process set out: 

(i) in paragraph 21.8 below, as to Employee Advance Contribution; and 

(ii) in paragraph 21.9 below, as to RLGH Creditor Contribution. 
 

In respect of the RLGH Court Contribution, if RLC and ORLC 92 approve the DOCA then 
the RLGH Court Contribution will be paid in accordance with paragraph 20 of this DOCA 
Proposal regardless of whether or not some of the Companies do not approve the DOCA 
and without any reduction of the RLGH Court Contribution. 
 

4. Administrators of the Pooled DOCA 

The administrators of the DOCA will be Barry Kogan, Jason Preston and Kathy Sozou of 
McGrath Nicol, who upon execution of the DOCA will be its joint and several Deed 
Administrators. 

5. Role of the Deed Administrators 

(a) The Deed Administrators will administer the DOCA in accordance with its terms and will 
exercise their powers and perform their functions and duties as agents for and on 
behalf of the Companies. 

(b) The Deed Administrators will not be personally liable for any debt, liability or other 
obligation which they incur on behalf of the Companies. 

6. Admissible Claims Date 

The day on or before which claims must have arisen if they are to be admissible under the 
DOCA is 29 March 2018, being the date of appointment of the Administrators as voluntary 
administrators of the Companies. 
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7. Property to be available to pay Creditors' Claims 

7.1 Available Property 
The property available to pay the Claims of Admitted Creditors to be administered under the 
DOCA shall be: 

(a) Employee Advance Contribution; 

(b) RLGH Creditor Contribution 

(c) RLGH Court Contribution; and 

(d) Available Property. 

7.2 Non-Available Property 

For the avoidance of doubt the Non-Available Property will not be property available to pay 
the Claims of Creditors. 

8. Classes of Creditors 

Creditors are categorised into three classes, being: 

(a) Employee Creditors, whose admitted Claims will be dealt with from the Employee 
Fund; 

(b) Unsecured Creditors, whose admitted Claims will be dealt with from the Unsecured 
Creditor Pool; and 

(c) Excluded Creditors, who will not be bound by the DOCA, will not receive a dividend 
from the Deed Funds, and will execute the Deed of Deferral. 

9. Excluded Creditors 

9.1 Deed of Deferral 
(a) The DOCA will require that upon execution of the DOCA, the Excluded Creditors (which 

includes Secured Creditors and the Director), the Deferred Companies and the Deed 
Administrators enter into the Deed of Deferral. 

(b) For the avoidance of doubt the execution version of the Deed of Deferral will be 
annexed to the DOCA. 
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9.2 Deferral of Claims 

The Deed of Deferral will provide that each of the Excluded Creditors covenant with the 
Deferred Companies and the Deed Administrators that, during the Deferment Period, it: 
(a) shall not take any action in respect of the Deferred Claims; 
 
(b) shall not enforce or seek to enforce any security or security interest which it may have 

in relation the Deferred Claims in respect of one or more of the Deferred Companies, or 
the property of the Deferred Companies; and 

(c) acknowledges and agrees that it is not entitled to participate in any dividend from the 
Deed Funds with respect to its Deferred Claims. 

9.3 No release 

With respect to each Deferred Company, on and after the End Date, the deferral, 
forbearance and other restrictions recorded in paragraph 9.2 above shall immediately and 
automatically come to an end and nothing will then prevent any Excluded Creditor with 
respect to that Deferred Company from: 

(a) proving for its Deferred Claims in any liquidation or administration of the Deferred 
Company; 

(b) immediately taking action in respect of its Deferred Claims; or 

(c) enforcing or seeking to enforce any security or security interest which it may have in 
respect of its Deferred Claims in respect of that Deferred Company or its property, 
including as applicable, the Subrogated Security Claims. 

9.4 Rights reserved, etc 

(a) Subject to the matters in paragraph 9.2, Excluded Creditors (in respect of all of their 
Claims, including any priority Claims, on any basis, and also whether by way of 
subrogation, assignment or otherwise) will retain all rights afforded to Creditors, 
including the right to participate at meetings of Creditors and all relevant voting rights 
and entitlements. 

(b) Excluded Creditors will not have their Claims released or otherwise affected by the 
DOCA and in the event of liquidation or administration of the Companies, the Claims of 
Excluded Creditors will be admissible in full and with all associated priority rights 
(including to maintain any Section 560 Priority Claim). 

(c) Notwithstanding any contrary term of the DOCA, Remagen is not bound by the DOCA, 
including irrespective of whether it voted at the Second Meetings in favour of 
resolutions for one or more of the Companies to execute the DOCA. 
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10. RLGH 

RLGH: 
(a) has caused to be paid the Prior Secured Creditors of the Companies and is entitled to 

Subrogated Security Claims; and 

(b) by the Deed of Deferral will not prove in the DOCA; 
 

(c) will be entitled to vote at all meetings of Creditors of the Companies; 

(d) during the Deferment Period RLGH will not prove in the DOCA, but will (by the Deed of 
Deferral) defer and forbear Deferred Claims against any of the Deferred Companies 
and will not participate in any distributions payable from the Deed Fund; 

(e) otherwise will not have its rights affected by the DOCA; and 

(f) in the event of a subsequent winding up, will be entitled to maintain Subrogated 
Security Claims and any Section 560 Priority Claim. 

11. Employee Creditors 

11.1 Categories of Employee Creditors 

Employee Creditors will be comprised of three categories: 
(a) Employee Creditors with Claims which have been admitted in full through the Pre-

DOCA Adjudication Process (Fully Admitted Employee Claims); 

(b) Employee Creditors with Claims which have been rejected or admitted in part through 
the Pre-DOCA Adjudication Process (Partially Admitted Employee Claims); and 

(c) Employee Creditors with Claims made and admitted after the execution of the DOCA 
pursuant to the Usual Claims Adjudication Process (Post DOCA Execution Admitted 
Employee Claims). 

11.2 Adjudication of Employee Creditor Claims 

(a) For Employee Creditors, there will be two processes by which their Claims are made 
and adjudicated upon: 

(i) an assessment of Claims made for voting purposes at the Second Meetings as 
adjudicated upon and admitted (either wholly or in part) by the Administrators 
prior to the date of the Second Meetings which will involve, in summary, the 
Administrators writing to employees informing them of the Administrator’s 
assessment of the employees’ Claims and resolving any disputes in respect of 
those calculations. That process is substantially completed and is anticipated to 
be complete before the Second Meetings (Pre-DOCA Adjudication Process); 
and 

(ii) an assessment of claims made and adjudicated upon in accordance with the 
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usual making claims process as set out in paragraph 15 of this document (Usual 
Claims Adjudication Process); and 

(b) The DOCA will include clauses consistent with sections 444DA and 444DB of the Act, 
for the benefit of Admitted Employee Creditors. 

 
 
12. Distribution of the Employee Fund and Unsecured Creditor Pool 

12.1 Distribution of the Employee Advance Contribution 

The Employee Fund (which includes the Employee Advance Contribution) will be distributed 
to Admitted Employee Creditors in the following manner: 

(a) first, in payment of Fully Admitted Employee Claims and Partially Admitted Employee 
Claims, such payments to be made within 3 Business Days of the execution of the 
DOCA by all parties and satisfaction of any conditions precedent; and 

(i) this payment will comprise all entitlements admitted as part of the Pre-DOCA 
Adjudication Process; and 

(ii) any unpaid Superannuation Contributions will also be paid, though such amounts 
will be payable to the Australian Taxation Office; and 

(b) secondly, any surplus will form part of the Unsecured Creditor Pool. 

12.2 Distribution of Unsecured Creditor Pool 

The Unsecured Creditor Pool will comprise the: 

(a) RLGH Creditor Contribution; 

(b) RLGH Court Contribution; 

(c) Available Property; and 

(d) any surplus from the Employee Fund, 

 
and will be distributed in the following manner: 
 
(e) first, in payment of the Administrators’ Entitlements; 

(f) secondly, in payment of: 

(i) the portion of any Partially Admitted Employee Claims which was not paid 
by paragraph 12.1(a) above but subsequently determined to be payable in 
accordance with paragraph 15 of this document; 

(ii) Post DOCA Execution Admitted Employee Claims; and 
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(g) thirdly, in payment of Unsecured Creditor Claims on a pari passu basis who are 
Admitted Creditors and if Ingham lodges a proof of debt, then subject to due 
adjudication, Inghams’ Proof of Debt, including for any alleged damages claims, may 
only be admissible to a maximum of the Ingham Proof Limit. 

 

12.3 Companies not to prove 

The Companies shall not prove in the Unsecured Creditor Pool for any Intergroup Loans and 
Accounts. 
 
 

13. Not used 

14. Release and extinguishment of Claims and moratorium 
(a) Subject to the terms of this document and the DOCA: 

(i) all Claims against the Companies; and 

 
(ii) all Claims by the Companies against the Director and Excluded Creditors; 

will be released and extinguished upon the effectuation of the DOCA where the 
objectives of the DOCA have been fulfilled and the DOCA has not otherwise been 
terminated. 

(b) While the DOCA remains in force, there will be a moratorium preventing any 
enforcement steps being taken by Unsecured Creditors against the Companies in 
respect of their Claims. 

(c) The DOCA will effectuate in respect of a Company when the Deed Administrators give 
written notice that the distributions in paragraph 12 have been made, with the intention 
that the Deed Administrators may give such notice with respect to each Company at 
different times, in which event the provisions of paragraph 19 below will apply. 

(d) Any releases to third parties, including the Director and Excluded Creditors, as referred 
to in this paragraph will be expressed to be granted by way of deed poll. 
 

15. Making claims 

(a) The Deed Administrators will call for proofs of debt within 7 Days of the DOCA being 
executed, by advertising in a newspaper and sending written notice to each identified 
Creditor and setting a date (not later than 21 days after such notice), by which formal 
proofs of debt are to be submitted. Creditors who do not submit their proof by the 
deadline may be excluded from participating in any distribution from the Deed Fund but 
will remain subject to the release and extinguishment provided for in the DOCA. 
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(b) Unless inconsistent with the terms of the DOCA and this proposal, subdivisions A, B, C 
and E of Division 6 of Part 5.6 of the Act (and the relevant regulations) apply to claims 
made under the DOCA as if the references to "the liquidator" were references to the 
Deed Administrators. 

16. Powers of the Deed Administrators 
(a) The Deed Administrators' powers will be: 

(i) to administer the DOCA and the Deed Fund; 

 
(ii) to do anything else necessary or desirable to effectively carry out the terms of the 

DOCA; and 

(iii) as set out in Schedule 8A of the Regulations. 

(b) Subject to sub-paragraph (c), where the powers of the Deed Administrators and the 
Directors overlap, the Deed Administrators' powers operate to the exclusion of the 
Directors' unless the Deed Administrators grant prior consent. 

(c) The Director will have power to deal with Non-Available Property to the exclusion of the 
Deed Administrators. 

17. Remuneration, indemnity and lien 

(a) The Administrators and Deed Administrators will be remunerated from the Unsecured 
Creditor Pool for their work as Administrators and Deed Administrators on a time cost 
basis in respect of work done by them, their partners and employees, at the rate 
charged from time to time by McGrathNicol for work of this nature, provided such 
remuneration is first approved in accordance with the Act. 

(b) In addition to any rights they have under section 443D of the Act, the Administrators 
and Deed Administrators will be indemnified out of the Unsecured Creditor Pool for their 
approved remuneration and all costs, fees, expenses and liabilities incurred by them in 
connection with the administration of the DOCA and the voluntary administration of the 
Companies. This indemnity will be secured by a lien over the Unsecured Creditor Pool. 

(c) Save for fraud or gross negligence, the Administrators and Deed Administrators will not 
be personally liable for any acts or omissions arising out of or in connection, directly or 
indirectly, with the voluntary administration of the Companies or the administration of 
the DOCA. 
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18. Control 

Control and stewardship of the Companies shall remain with the Deed Administrators 
following execution of the DOCA until effectuation with respect to each Company, in 
which event, control and stewardship of that Company will revert to the Director. The 
Director shall remain in control of Non-Available Property. 

19. Termination of the DOCA 

(a)  When the objectives of the DOCA have been fulfilled and the Deed Fund has been fully 
distributed, the DOCA will terminate and the Companies will be returned to the 
stewardship and control of the Director. It is anticipated that the DOCA will be 
effectuated for each Company as circumstances dictate, on a staggered basis as and 
when distributions to a particular Company's Creditors have been completed and the 
DOCA otherwise effectuates in respect of that particular Company in accordance with 
paragraph 14(c). 

(b)  If the DOCA terminates for any other reason, as provided for in the Act or in the DOCA 
including if the Deed Administrators form the view that the terms of the DOCA cannot 
be fulfilled or it is in the interests of Creditors that the DOCA be terminated, then the 
release and extinguishment set out in paragraph 14 does not operate. 

20. RLGH Court Contribution 

(a) The RLGH Court Contribution will be sourced by RLGH from moneys held in Court in 
the Scot Pac Proceedings, to which it claims to be entitled, including pursuant to the 
Subrogated Security Claims. 

(b) Prior to entering into an approved DOCA the Administrators and RLGH intend to 
execute consent orders which will be held in escrow by the Administrators’ lawyers and 
which will have the following effect, among other things, of procuring payment of the 
RLGH Court Contribution to to the Deed Administrators (Orders). 

 

(c) In the event that RLC and ORLC 92 do not resolve to enter into the DOCA in 
accordance with this DOCA Proposal, the Orders will not be released from escrow and 
will be destroyed and the RLGH Court Contribution will not be paid to the 
Administrators and the parties to those proceedings will continue the proceedings. 

(d) In the event that RLC and ORLC 92 do resolve to enter into the DOCA in accordance 
with this DOCA Proposal, the Orders will be released from escrow and filed with the 
Supreme Court of New South Wales and the RLGH Court Contribution will be paid to 
the Deed Administrators 
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21. Contributions to Deed Funds 

21.1 Contemplation of pooled DOCA 
(a) It is the intention of RLGH that each of the Companies will approve the DOCA Proposal 

and be bound by the pooled DOCA. 

(b) The Employee Advance Contribution and RLGH Creditor Contribution are to be paid 
into Corrs’ trust account in advance of the Second Meetings, in contemplation that the 
pooled DOCA will be executed following the passing of satisfactory Section 439C 
Resolutions. 

21.2 Application if any Adverse Resolution 

However, in the event that: 

(a) there is an Adverse Resolution with respect to RLC and ORLC 92, then the provisions 
of paragraph 21.6 shall immediately take effect; and 

(b) there is an Adverse Resolution with respect to any of the Companies, other than RLC 
and ORLC 92, then: 

(i) the provisions of paragraph 21.8 shall immediately take effect, as the 
circumstances of the particular Company or Companies require; and 

(ii) the provisions of paragraph 21.9 shall immediately take effect, as the 
circumstances of the particular Company or Companies require for those 
Companies executing and becoming bound by the pooled DOCA. 
 
 

21.3 Contributions 

The DOCA Proposal requires that each of the: 

(a) Employee Advance Contribution; and 

(b) RLGH Creditor Contribution, 

be paid into Corrs’ Trust Account on or before the Second Meetings. 

21.4 Payment 

RLGH will procure that the Contributions be paid to Corrs’ Trust Account on or before the 
Second Meetings. 
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21.5 Contributions if all Companies bound 

If all Companies in the Group resolve, (and RLC and ORLC 92 must so resolve), to enter into 
the pooled DOCA at the Second Meetings then each of the: 

(a) Employee Advance Contribution; 

(b) RLGH Creditor Contribution; and 

(c) RLGH Court Contribution, 

 
will be payable in full in accordance with the DOCA (and paragraphs 21.6 - 21.9 will not 
apply). 

21.6 If RLC or ORLC 92 do not enter pooled DOCA 

If there is an Adverse Resolution for RLC or ORLC 92, and RLC or ORLC 92 do not execute 
the pooled DOCA following the Second Meetings, then, without further requirement, the 
Contributions are to be remitted out of trust to Remagen or as it directs without set off, 
withholding or deduction and shall not form part of the pooled DOCA or property of the 
Companies or Administrators or Deed Administrators. 

21.7 Adjustments if not all Companies bound 

If any Company in the Group (other than RLC and ORLC 92) does not resolve to enter into 
the pooled DOCA at the Second Meetings, then the following adjustments and reductions 
shall be made such that: 

(a) Admitted Employee Creditors of each Participating Company in the Group bound by 
the pooled DOCA, will still be funded out of the Employee Advance Contribution and 
paid in full; and 
 

(b) Admitted Unsecured Creditors of Participating Companies in the Group will receive the 
same proportional entitlement to the Unsecured Creditor Pool whether or not all of the 
Companies are in and bound by the pooled DOCA. 

21.8 Procedure for Adjusting Employee Advance Contribution if not all Companies bound 

In the event that paragraph 21.7 above applies and there are Non-Participating Companies, 
and, if any of: 

(a) Franchise; 

(b) Logistics; or 

(c) Retail, 
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are a Non-Participating Company, then the Employee Advance Contribution will be 
reduced by the respective amount set out in the Employee Advance Contribution definition in 
paragraph 22 hereof, and the amount of such reduction shall be immediately remitted to 
Remagen without set off or deduction and shall not form part of the pooled DOCA or the 
property of the Companies, Administrators or Deed Administrators. 

21.9 Procedure for Adjusting Other Contributions if not all Companies bound 

In the event that paragraph 21.7 above applies and there are Non-Participating Companies 
then, to the extent that any of the Companies other than RLC and ORLC 92 are Non-
Participating Companies, then and only then the RLGH Creditor Contribution will be 
reduced proportionately, for each such Non-Participating Company, by such amount as 
equates to the proportion that the estimated Unsecured Creditor Claims of that Non-
Participating Company bear to the total estimated Unsecured Creditor Claims of the 
Companies (excluding the Claims of Excluded Creditors), and as advised by the 
Administrators as calculated at the date of the Second Meetings, and the amount of such 
reduction shall be immediately remitted to Remagen without set off or deduction and shall not 
form part of the pooled DOCA or property of the Companies, Administrators or Deed 
Administrators.
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22. Definitions 

In this DOCA Proposal: 

Act means the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). 

Administrators means Barry Frederic Kogan, Jason Preston and Katherine Sozou in their 
capacities as voluntary administrators of the Companies. 

Administrators' Accounts means the bank accounts in the name of a Company or the 
Administrators as the voluntary administrators of a Company (other than the ANZ Account). 

Administrators’ Entitlements means: 
(a) such remuneration and costs incurred as Administrators of the Companies and 

subsequently as Deed Administrators of the DOCA, as is approved in accordance with 
paragraph 17; and 

(b) the reasonable and necessary disbursements, expenses and liabilities incurred by the 
Administrators and Deed Administrators, including in accordance with paragraph 17. 

Admissible Claims Date means 29 March 2018, being the date the Administrators were 
appointed to each of the Companies. 

Admitted Creditors means Creditors with admitted Claims. 

Admitted Employee Creditor means an Employee Creditor who is an Admitted Creditor 

Adverse Resolution means, with respect to any of the Companies, the failure to pass a 
Resolution at the Second Meetings approving the DOCA Proposal and the entry into the 
pooled DOCA, by that particular Company. 

Available Property means: 

(a) moneys in the Administrators’ Accounts on the Execution Date other than moneys in 
respect of which a Creditor has an enforceable and perfected security interest; 

(b) moneys in the ANZ Account on the Execution Date, up to and not exceeding the ANZ 
Account Limit; 

(c) the Franchisee Settlement Moneys;  

(d) WIP and Debtor Recoveries;  

ANZ Account means the bank account styled Red Lea Chickens BSB: 012 - 233, Account 
Number 836668932. 

ANZ Account Limit means the capped amount of $156,802.12, from the ANZ Account. 

Business Days means a day which is not a Saturday, Sunday or bank or public holiday in 
Sydney. 
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Claims means all debts owing or payable by, and all claims against, a Company, whether 
present or future, certain or contingent, ascertained or sounding only in damages, 
irrespective of whether the debt or claim arose by virtue of contract, at law (including by 
statute), in equity or otherwise, being debts or claims the circumstances giving rise to which 
occurred before the Admissible Claims Date (29 March 2018) and whether or not they would 
be admissible to proof against any of the Companies, had they been wound up pursuant to 
Part 5.6 of the Act, including, to the extent permitted by law, any Penalty Claim. 

Companies means each of the companies listed in Schedule 1. 

Conditions means the payment of the Contributions to Corrs Trust Account on or before the 
Second Meetings and the payment of the RLGH Court Contribution to the Administrators 
following execution of the pooled DOCA. 

Contributions means the Employee Advance Contribution and the RLGH Creditor 
Contribution and, when payable, the RLGH Court Contribution 

Corrs' Trust Account means the trust account of Corrs. 

Corrs means Corrs Chambers Westgarth. 

Court has the meaning given to that term in section 58AA(1) of the Act. 

Creditor means a person which has a Claim against one or more of the Companies. 
Deed Administrators means Barry Frederic Kogan, Jason Preston and Katherine Sozou in 
their capacities as administrators of the DOCA, once executed. 

Deed of Deferral means the deed to be executed by the Excluded Creditors. 

Deed Funds means the Employee Fund and the Unsecured Creditor Pool. 

Deferred Claims has the meaning in the Deed of Deferral. 

Deferred Company has the meaning in the Deed of Deferral. 

Deferment Period has the meaning in the Deed of Deferral. 
Director means the director of the Companies and, where the context permits, the former 
directors of the Companies. 

DOCA means the Deed of Company Arrangement, prepared in accordance with the DOCA 
Proposal, to be executed following the Second Meetings, binding each of the Companies that 
pass Section 439C Resolutions. 

DOCA Proposal means this proposal for a pooled DOCA. 

Employee Advance Contribution means the amount of $10,500,000, with respect to the 
following Companies in the respective amounts, if they each resolve to enter into the DOCA: 

(a) $9,889,933 in respect of RLC; 

(b) $79,157 in respect of Franchise; 
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(c) $194,267 in respect of Logistics; and 

(d) $343,455 in respect of Retail, 

such that if any of these Companies do not resolve to enter into and be bound by the DOCA, 
the Employee Advance Contribution shall be applied in accordance with paragraph 21.8. 

Employee Creditor means any current or former employee of any of the Companies who is 
a Creditor of any of the Companies with a Claim to priority pursuant to sections 556(1), 560 
or 561 of the Act. 

Employee Fund means the Employee Advance Contribution and such of the ANZ Account 
Limit as is required to pay Admitted Employee Creditors in full. 

End Date has the meaning in the Deed of Deferral. 
Excluded Creditors means: 

(e) Assad Ullah Asif; 

(f) Bilal Asif; 

(g) Fatima Batool; 

(h) Muhammad Asif; 

(i) RLGH; 

(j) RLPH; and 

(k) Remagen. 

Execution Date means the date of execution of the DOCA. 

Franchise means Red Lea Franchise Pty Limited ACN 165 331 724. 
Franchise Agreement means any agreement between a Creditor and Franchise or 
Franchising concerning the carrying on of a franchise business including the sale or 
distribution of chicken and products supplied by RLC, Franchise or Franchising using livery 
or materials owned by RLGH. 

Franchisee Settlement Moneys means such money as may be paid to, or realised by, the 
Administrators from time to time upon settlement of claims pertaining to Franchise 
Agreements. 

Group means each of and collectively, as the context requires, RLC and the Companies in 
Schedule 1. 

GST has the meaning given to that term in the A New Tax System (Goods and Services) 
Tax Act 1999 (Cth) and all amounts referred to in the DOCA Proposal are inclusive of GST. 

Ingham means Inghams Enterprises Pty Limited ABN 20 008 447 345. 
Ingham Proof of Debt means any proof of debt lodged by Inghams with respect to RLC 
Ingham Proof Limit means $1,700,000.00. 
Intergroup Loans and Accounts means the debits and credits or other dealings, whether or 
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not by way of loan or journal entry, as between or amongst Companies in the Group. 

Logistics means Red Lea Logistics Pty Ltd ACN 609 797 051. 
 
Non-Available Property is all property of the Companies, or that to which the Companies or 
the Administrators may otherwise be entitled, that is not Available Property. 

Non-Participating Company has the meaning given in paragraph 3.2(d). 

ORLC 92 means ORLC 92 Pty Ltd 

Participating Company has the meaning given in paragraph 3.1(a). 
Penalty Claim means a penalty, fine or sanction, by any regulatory or other authority, 
including environmental penalty notices or judgment which would otherwise not be 
admissible to proof had the Companies been wound up pursuant to Part 5.6 of the Act. 

Pre-DOCA Adjudication Process has the meaning given in paragraph 11. 
Prior Secured Creditors means St George and Scot Pac. 

Related Bodies Corporate has the meaning give to that expression in section 50 of the Act. 
Regulations means the Corporations Regulations 2001 (Cth). 

Remagen means Remagen Investment Management Pty Limited. 

Resolution means a resolution passed in accordance with regulation 5.6.19 or regulation 
5.6.21 of the Regulations. 

Retail means Red Lea Retail Holding Pty Ltd ACN 610 630 469 (administrators appointed). 

RLC means Red Lea Chickens Pty Ltd ACN 602 950 569 (administrators appointed). 

RLGH means Redlea Group Holding Pty Limited ACN 602 950 505. 

RLGH Court Contribution means $1,500,000.00. 
RLGH Creditor Contribution means the amount of $4,500,000.00 (subject to reduction in 
accordance with paragraph 21.9, and such reduced amount shall be applied in accordance 
with paragraph 21.9. 
 

RLPH means RL Property Holding Pty Limited ABN 78 602 973 026. 

Second Meetings means the completed second meetings of Creditors of the Companies 
convened pursuant to section 439A of the Act and held, concluded and closed on 9 July 
2018 and, if adjourned, with respect to any Company, the adjourned second meetings of 
Creditors, until concluded and closed. 

Section 439C Resolution means, with respect to any of the Companies, the passing of a 
Resolution at the Second Meetings approving the DOCA Proposal and the entry into of the 
Pooled DOCA. 

Scot Pac means Scottish Pacific Business Finance Pty Limited. 

Scot Pac Proceedings means the Supreme Court of New South Wales Proceedings no. 
129856 of 2018 between, inter alia, RLGH and Scot Pac. 
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Section 560 Priority Claim means the right and entitlement of RLGH to the benefit of the 
provisions of section 560 of the Act as if fully set out herein, in the winding up of the 
Companies, in respect of the advance to the Companies of the Employee Advance 
Contribution for the express purpose of paying Admitted Employee Creditors in full, and as 
such shall be entitled to the benefit of the provisions of section 560 of the Act, and shall be 
entitled to be paid in accordance with such priority for the subrogated rights of Employee 
Creditors by reason of the payment of the Employee Advance Contribution, in the event of 
the Companies being wound up. 

Secured Creditors means, as the context permits, the Prior Secured Creditors, RLGH and 
Remagen. 

St George means St George Bank - a Division of Westpac Banking Corporation. 

Subrogated Security Claims means the claims of, inter alia, RLGH and Remagen to 
subrogation to the Claims and all associated rights and entitlements of the Prior Secured 
Creditors in relation to the Companies. 

Superannuation Contribution has the meaning given to that term in section 556 of the Act. 

Termination Date means the date on which the DOCA effectuates or otherwise terminates. 

Unsecured Creditor means a Creditor having a Claim against the Companies, or any of 
them, other than: 

(a) Secured Creditors; 

(b) Employee Creditors; and 

(c) Excluded Creditors. 

Unsecured Creditor Pool means: 

(a) RLGH Creditor Contribution; 

(b) RLGH Court Contribution; 

(c) Available Property; and 

 
(d) any surplus funds available from the Employee Fund in accordance with paragraph 

12.1. 

WIP and Debtor Recoveries means such works undertaken and amounts as are created or 
realised by the Administrators between the Admissible Claims Date and the Execution Date 
by: 

(a) the conversion of RLC work in progress to invoices or debtors; or 

(b) recovery of such invoices or debtors.
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Schedule 1 - Companies 

1. Red Lea Chickens Pty Limited ACN 602 950 569 

2. ORLC 92 Pty Limited ACN 002 156 569 

3. Red Lea Franchise Pty Limited ACN 165 331 724 

4. Red Lea Franchising Pty Limited ACN 109 704 163 

5. Red Lea Logistics Pty Limited ACN 609 797 051 

6. Red Lea Leasing Pty Limited ACN 165 774 443 

7. Red Lea Hatchery Pty Limited ACN 609 804 999 

8. Red Lea Feed Pty Limited ACN 609 805 147 

9. Red Lea Corrugation & Flexo Pty Limited ACN 610 759 512 

10. Red Lea Retail Holding Pty Limited ACN 610 630469 

(All Administrators Appointed) 
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